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Digraphs—“gn” and “kn” 

Remember that digraphs are two letters that work together to make one 

sound.  Sometimes, one of the letters is silent. 

 Example:  know 

 

Exercise: 

Use the kn and gn words in the word bank to help you complete the 

sentences. 

 

 

1. The ________________ is a small, pesky insect that flies around and 

gets in your nose and mouth. 

2. I think I will need a _______________________ to cut this cake. 

3. Before going into your sister’s room, please __________________. 

4. The tree’s branches were twisted and _______________, making it 

look especially spooky. 

5. My Aunt Sadie has a little stone ___________________ in her garden, 

and he has a blue coat and red hat. 

6. When I tried to grab the side of the pool with my hand, I scraped my 

________________, and it hurt to write with that hand for a week. 

7. Do you _______________ what time it is? 

8. My brother has a book about a ___________________ who rescued 

the queen from a dragon. 

9. I have a bad habit of biting my fingernails, so my grandmother tells me 

to be careful and not ___________________ my fingers off. 

10. When I visit the doctor he always hits my ______________ with 

his little rubber hammer to test my reflexes.  

gnome  gnaw  gnat  gnarled  knife  

knee  knock  knuckles knight  know 
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Digraphs—“gn” and “kn” 

Remember that digraphs are two letters that work together to make one 

sound.  Sometimes, one of the letters is silent. 

 Example:  know 

 

Exercise: 

Use the kn and gn words in the word bank to help you complete the 

sentences. 

 

 

1. The ____gnat____________ is a small, pesky insect that flies around 

and gets in your nose and mouth. 

2. I think I will need a __knife_____________________ to cut this cake. 

3. Before going into your sister’s room, please ___knock__________. 

4. The tree’s branches were twisted and _gnarled______________, 

making it look especially spooky. 

5. My Aunt Sadie has a little stone ____gnome_______________ in her 

garden, and he has a blue coat and red hat. 

6. When I tried to grab the side of the pool with my hand, I scraped my 

___knee_________, and it hurt to write with that hand for a week. 

7. Do you _____know__________ what time it is? 

8. My brother has a book about a ____knight_______________ who 

rescued the queen from a dragon. 

9. I have a bad habit of biting my fingernails, so my grandmother tells me 

to be careful and not ___gnaw________________ my fingers off. 

10. When I visit the doctor he always hits my ___knee___________ 

with his little rubber hammer to test my reflexes.  

gnome  gnaw  gnat  gnarled  knife  

knee  knock  knuckles knight  know 


